Prophet Mohammad saw Hadiths: Any 20 or more!!
Monthly Goal for January 2015
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Whoever I am the Master Ali a.s is his mater too.
I am the city of knowledge and Ali a.s is its gate
Fatima s.a is a part of me; whoever hurts her hurts me and whoever angers her, angers me.
Hussain as is from me and I am from Hussain a.s
Hasan a.s and Hussain a.s are the leaders of youth of paradise.
I am leaving behind two heavy things; Quran and My Ahlul Bait. Whoever holds on to them will
meet me at the well of Kausar.
7. I and Ali a.s are from one light/Noor.
8. Exchange gifts among you.
9. Whoever walks in the path of gaining knowledge, Allah walks him in the way of
Jannah/Heaven. A scholar is superior to worshipper just like a full moon is superior to any
other moons.
10. No good talk is accepted without action.
11. A fasting person gets rewards even in his bad unless he is doing gheebah.
12. People are sleeping. They wake up when they die.
13. (On the day of judgment)A person will be with the one he loved.
14. Prostrate more as prostration rids sins just like wind make the leaves of tree fall down.
15. Faith is to say by the tongue, understand by the heart and act by the limbs.
16. A believer is a person who is distressed by his bad deeds and delighted by his good deeds.
17. Remorse is repentance.
18. A charity without display cools down the fire of Allah’s anger.
19. Three things are best of deeds: Fighting against self, controlling desires and disregarding the
world.
20. Fight against yourself so your hearts are filled with wisdom.
21. Best of houses among yours is where an orphan is brought up with prestige.
22. Start the food with salt and end it with salt as this prevents from 72 ailments.
23. Lying decreases sustenance.
24. A person, who becomes arrogant after wearing a certain dress, will be burnt in fire of hell by
Allah until there is skies and earth.
25. Until a person makes his desires obey my teachings; he is not a mo’min.

